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Abstract

In this paper we resolve an open problem regarding resettable zero knowl-
edge in the bare public-key (BPK for short) model: Does thereexist constant
round resettable zero knowledge argument with concurrent soundness for
NP in BPK model without assumingsub-exponential hardness? We give a
positive answer to this question by presenting such a protocol for any lan-
guage inNP in the bare public-key model assuming only collision-resistant
hash functions againstpolynomial-timeadversaries.
Key Words. Resettable Zero Knowledge, Concurrent Soundness, Bare Public-
Key Model, Resettably sound Zero Knowledge.

1 Introduction

Zero knowledge (ZK for short) proof, a proof that reveals nothing but the valid-
ity of the assertion, is put forward in the seminal paper of Goldwasser, Micali
and Rackoff [15]. Since its introduction, especially afterthe generality demon-
strated in [14], ZK proofs have become a fundamental tools indesign of some
cryptographic protocols. In recent years, the research is moving towards extend-
ing the security to cope with some more malicious communication environment.
In particular, Dwork et al. [12]introduced the concept of concurrent zero knowl-
edge, and initiate the study of the effect of executing ZK proofs concurrently in
some realistic and asynchronous networks like the Internet. Though the concur-
rent zero knowledge protocols have wide applications, unfortunately, they requires
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logarithmic rounds for languages outsideBPP in the plain model for the black-
box case [5] and therefore are of round inefficiency. In the Common Reference
String model, Damgaard [6] showed that 3-round concurrent zero-knowledge can
be achieved efficiently. Surprisingly, using non-black-box technique, Barak [1]
constructed a constant round non-black-box bounded concurrent zero knowledge
protocol though it is very inefficient.

Motivated by the application in which the prover (such as theuser of a smart
card) may encounter resetting attack, Canetti et al. [4] introduced the notion of re-
settable zero knowledge (rZK for short). An rZK formalizes security in a scenario
in which the verifier is allowed to reset the prover in the middle of proof to any
previous stage. Obviously the notion of resettable zero knowledge is stronger than
that of concurrent zero knowledge and therefore we can not construct a constant
round black-box rZK protocol in the plain model for non-trivial languages. To
get constant round rZK, the work [4] also introduced a very attracting model, the
bare public-key model(BPK). In this model, Each verifier deposits a public key
pk in a public file and stores the associated secret keysk before any interaction
with the prover begins. Note that no protocol needs to be run to publishsk, and
no authority needs to check any property ofpk. Consequently the BPK model is
considered as a very weak set-up assumption compared to previously models such
as common reference model and PKI model.

However, as Micali and Reyzin [18] pointed out, the notion ofsoundness in
this model is more subtle. There are four distinct notions ofsoundness: one time,
sequential, concurrent and resettable soundness, each of which implies the pre-
vious one. Moreover they also pointed out that there is NO black-box rZK sat-
isfying resettable soundness for non-trivial language andthe original rZK argu-
ments in the BPK model of [4] does not seem to be concurrently sound. The
4-round(optimal) rZK arguments with concurrent soundnessin the bare public-
key model was proposed by Di Crescenzo et al. in [10] and also appeared in [24].

All above rZK arguments in BPK model need some cryptographicprimitives
secure against sub-exponential time adversaries, which isnot a standard assump-
tion in cryptography. Using non-black-box techniques, Barak et al. obtained a
constant-round rZK argument of knowledge assuming only collision-free hash
functions secure against supperpolynomial-time algorithms1, but their protocol
enjoys only sequential soundness. The existence of constant round rZK arguments
with concurrent soundness in BPK model under only polynomial-time hardness

1using idea from[3], this results also holds under standard assumptions that there exist hash
functions that are collision-resistent against all polynomial-time adversaries.
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assumption is an interesting problem.

Our results. In this paper we resolve the above open problem by presentinga
constant-round rZK argument with concurrent soundness in BPK model forNP
under the standard assumptions that there exist hash functions collision-resistant
againstpolynomial timeadversaries, We note that our protocol is a argument of
knowledge and therefore the non-black-box technique is inherently used.

In our protocol, we use the resettably-sound non-black-boxzero knowledge
argument as a building block in a manner different from that in [2]: instead of
using it for the verifier to prove the knowledge of its secret key, the verifier uses
it in order to proves that a challenge matches the one he committed to in a pre-
vious step. This difference is crucial in the concurrent soundness analysis of our
protocol: we just need to simulateonly one executionamong all concurrent execu-
tions of the resettably-sound zero knowledge argument for justifying concurrent
soundness, instead of simulating all these concurrent executions.

2 Preliminaries

In this section we recall some definitions and tools that willbe used later.
In the following we say that functionf(n) is negligible if for every polynomial

q(n) there exists anN such that for alln ≥ N , f(n) ≤ 1/q(n). We denote by
δ ←R ∆ the process of picking a random elementδ from ∆.

The BPK Model.The bare public-key model(BPK model)assumes that:

• A public file F that is a collection of records, each containing a verifier’s
public key, is available to the prover.

• An (honest)proverP is an interactive deterministic polynomial-time algo-
rithm that is given as inputs a secret parameter1n, an-bit stringx ∈ L, an
auxiliary inputy, a public fileF and a random taper.

• An (honest) verifierV is an interactive deterministic polynomial-time algo-
rithm that works in two stages. In stage one, on input a security parameter
1n and a random tapew, V generates a key pair(pk, sk) and storespk in
the fileF . In stage two, on inputsk, ann-bit stringx and an random string
w, V performs the interactive protocol with a prover, and outputs ”accept
x” or ”reject x”.
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Definition 2.1 We say that the protocol< P, V > is complete for a languageL
inNP, if for all n-bit stringx ∈ L and any witnessy such that(x, y) ∈ RL, here
RL is the relation induced byL, the probability thatV interacting withP on input
y, outputs ”rejectx” is negligible in n.

Malicious provers and Its attacks in the BPK model. Let s be a positive
polynomial andP ∗ be a probabilistic polynomial-time algorithm on input1n.

P ∗ is a s-concurrent maliciousprover if on input a public keypk of V , per-
forms at most s interactive protocols as following: 1) ifP ∗ is already runningi−1
interactive protocols1 ≤ i− 1 ≤ s, it can output a special message ”Startingxi,”
to start a new protocol withV on the new statementxi; 2) At any point it can
output a message for any of its interactive protocols, then immediately receives
the verifier’s response and continues.

A concurrent attack of as-concurrent maliciousproverP ∗ is executed in this
way: 1) V runs on input1n and a random string and then obtains the key pair
(pk, sk); 2) P ∗ runs on input1n and pk. WheneverP ∗ starts a new protocol
choosing a statement,V is run on inputs the new statement, a new random string
andsk.

Definition 2.2 < P, V > satisfiesconcurrent soundnessfor a languageL if for all
positive polynomialss, for all s-concurrent maliciousproverP ∗, the probability
that in an execution of concurrent attack,V ever outputs ”acceptx” for x /∈ L is
negligible inn.

The notion of resettable zero-knowledge was first introduced in [4]. The no-
tion gives a verifier the ability to rewind the prover to a previous state (after
rewinding the prover uses the same random bits), and themaliciousverifier can
generate an arbitrary fileF with several entries, each of them contains a public key
generated by the malicious verifier. We refer readers to thatpaper for intuition of
the notion. Here we just give the definition.

Definition 2.3 An interactive argument system< P, V > in the BPK model is
black-box resettable zero-knowledge if there exists a probabilistic polynomial-
time algorithmS such that for any probabilistic polynomial-time algorithmV ∗,
for any polynomialss, t, for anyxi ∈ L, the length ofxi is n, i = 1, ..., s(n), V ∗

runs in at mostt steps and the following two distributions are indistinguishable:

1. the view ofV ∗ that generatesF with s(n) entries and interacts (even con-
currently) a polynomial number of times with eachP (xi, yi, j, rk, F ) where
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yi is a witness forxi ∈ L, rk is a random tape andj is the identity of the
session being executed at present for1 ≤ i, j, k ≤ s(n);

2. the output ofS interacting with on inputx1, ...xs(n).

Σ-protocols A protocol< P, V > is said to beΣ-protocol for a relationR if it is
of 3-move form and satisfies following conditions:

1. Completeness: for all (x, y) ∈ R, if P has the witnessy and follows the
protocol, the verifier always accepts.

2. Special soundness: Let (a, e, z) be the three messages exchanged by prover
P and verifierV . From any statementx and any pair of accepting transcripts
(a, e, z) and(a, e′, z′) wheree 6= e′, one can efficiently computey such that
(x, y) ∈ R.

3. Special honest-verifier ZK: There exists a polynomial simulatorM , which
on inputx and a randome outputs an accepting transcript of form(a, e, z)
with the same probability distribution as a transcript between the honestP ,
V on inputx.

Many known efficient protocols, such as those in [16] and [23], areΣ-protocols.
Furthermore, there is aΣ-protocol for the language of Hamiltonian Graphs [1],
assuming that one-way permutation families exists; if the commitment scheme
used by the protocol in [1] is implemented using the scheme in[19] from any
pseudo-random generator family, then the assumption can bereduced to the exis-
tence of one-way function families, at the cost of adding onepreliminary message
from the verifier. Note that adding one message does not have any influence on
the property ofΣ-protocols: assuming the new protocol is of form(f, a, e, z),
given the challengee, it is easy to indistinguishably generate the real transcript
of form (f, a, e, z); given two accepting transcripts(f, a, e, z) and (f, a, e′, z′),
wheree 6= e′, we can extract a witness easily. We can claim that any language
in NP admits a 4-roundΣ-protocol under the existence of any one-way function
family (or under an appropriate number-theoretic assumption), or aΣ-protocol
under the existence of any one-way permutation family. Though the following
OR-proof refers only to 3-roundΣ-protocol, readers should keep in mind that the
way to construct the OR-proof is also applied to 4-roundΣ-protocol.

Interestingly,Σ-protocols can be composed to proving the OR of atomic state-
ments, as shown in [8, 7]. Specifically, given two protocolsΣ0,Σ1 for two rela-
tionshipsR0, R1, respectively, we can construct aΣOR-protocol for the following
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relationship efficiently:ROR = ((x0, x1), y) : (x0, y) ∈ R0or(x1, y) ∈ R1, as fol-
lows. Let(xb, y) ∈ Rb andy is the private input ofP . P computesab according
the protocolΣb using(xb, y). P choosese1−b and feeds the simulatorM guar-
anteed byΣ1−b with e1−b, x1−b, runs it and gets the output(a1−b, e1−b, z1−b). P
sendsab, a1−b to V in first step. In second step,V picks e ←R Zq and sends it
to P . Last,P setseb = e ⊕ e1−b, and computes the last messagezb to the chal-
lengeeb usingxb, y as witness according the protocolΣb. P sendseb, e1−b, zb)
ande1−b, z1−b to V . V checkse = eb ⊕ e1−b, and the two transcripts(ab, eb, zb)
and(a1−b, e1−b, z1−b) are accepting. The resulting protocol turns out to be witness
indistinguishable: the verifier can not tell which witness the prover used from a
transcript of a session.

In our rZK argument, the verifier uses a 3-round Witness Indistinguishable
Proof of Knowledge to prove knowledge of one of the two secretkeys associating
with his public key. As required in [11], we need apartial-witness-independence
property from above proof of knowledge: the message sent at its first round should
have distribution independent from any witness for the statement to be proved. We
can obtain such a protocol using [23] [8].

Commitment scheme.A commitment scheme is a two-phase (committing phase
and opening phase) two-party (a senderS and a receiverR)protocol which has
following properties: 1) hiding: two commitments (here we view a commitment as
a variable indexed by the value that the sender committed to)are computationally
distinguishable for every probabilistic polynomial-time(possibly malicious)R∗;
2) Binding: after sent the commitment to a valuem, any probabilistic polynomial-
time (possibly malicious) senderS∗ cannot open this commitment to another value
m′ 6= m except with negligible probability. Under the assumption of existence of
any one-way function families (using the scheme from [19] and the result from
[17]) or under number-theoretic assumptions (e.g., the scheme from [21]), we can
construct a schemes in which the first phase consists of 2 messages. Assuming
the existence of one-way permutation families, a well-known non-interactive (in
committing phase) construction of a commitment scheme (see, e.g. [13]) can be
given.

A statistically-binding commitment scheme (with computational hiding) is a
commitment scheme except with a stronger requirement on binding property: for
all powerful senderS∗ (without running time restriction), it cannot open a valid
commitment to two different values except with exponentially small probability.
We refer readers to [13, 19] for the details for constructingstatistically-binding
commitments.
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A perfect-hiding commitment scheme (with computational binding) is the one
except with a stronger requirement on hiding property: the distribution of the
commitments is indistinguishable for all powerful receiver R∗. As far as we know,
all perfect-hiding commitment scheme requires interaction (see also [21, 20])in
the committing phase.

Definition 2.4 [13]. Let d, r : N → N . we say that

{fs : {0, 1}
d(|s|) → {0, 1}r(|s|)}s∈{0,1}∗

is an pseudorandom function ensemble if the following two conditions hold:

1. 1. Efficient evaluation: There exists a polynomial-time algorithm that on
inputs andx ∈ 0, 1d(|s|) returnsfs(x);

2. 2. Pseudorandomness: for every probabilistic polynomial-time oracle ma-
chineM , every polynomialp(·), and all sufficient largen′s,

|[Pr[MFn(1n) = 1]− Pr[MHn(1n) = 1]| < 1/p(n)

whereFn is a random variable uniformly distributed over the multi-set
{fs}s∈{0,1}n , andHn is uniformly distributed among all functions mapping
d(n)-bit-long strings tor(n)-bit-long strings.

3 A Simple Observation on Resettably-sound Zero
Knowledge Arguments

resettably-sound zero knowledge argument is a zero knowledge argument with
stronger soundness: for all probabilistic polynomial-time proverP ∗, evenP ∗ is
allowed to reset the verifierV to previous state (after resetting the verifierV uses
the same random tape), the probability thatP ∗ makeV accept a false statement
x /∈ L is negligible.

In [2] Barak et al. transform a constant round public-coin zero knowledge
argument< P, V > for aNP languageL into a constant round resettably-sound
zero knowledge argument< P,W > for L as follows: equipW with a collection
of pseudorandom functions, and then letW emulateV except that it generate the
current round message by applying a pseudorandom function to the transcript so
far.
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We will use a resettably-sound zero knowledge argument as a building block
in which the verifier proves to the prover that a challenge matches the one that he
have committed to in previous stage. The simulation for suchsub-protocols plays
a important role in our security reduction, but there is a subtlety in the simulation
itself. In the scenario considered in this paper, in which the prover (i.e., the ver-
ifier in the underlying sub-protocol)can interact with manycopies of the verifier
and schedule all sessions at its wish, the simulation seems problematic because
we do not know how to simulate all the concurrent executions of the Barak’s pro-
tocol described below2(therefore the resettably-sound zero knowledge argument).
However, fortunately, it is not necessary to simulate all the concurrent executions
of the underlying resettably-sound zero knowledge argument. Indeed, in order to
justify concurrent soundness, we just need to simulateonly one executionamong
all concurrent executions of the resettably-sound zero knowledge argument. We
call this propertyone-many simulatability. We note that Pass and Rosen [22]
made a similar observation (in a different context) that enables the analysis of
concurrent non-malleability of their commitment scheme.

Now we recall the Barak’s constant round public-coin zero knowledge argu-
ment [1], and show this protocol satisfiesone-many simulatability, and then so
does the resettably-sound zero knowledge argument transformed from it.

Informally, Barak’s protocol for aNP languageL consists of two subproto-
col: a general protocol and a WI universal argument. An real execution of the
general protocol generates an instance that is unlikely in some properly defined
language, and in the WI universal argument the prover provesthat the statement
x ∈ L or the instance generated above is in the properly defined language. Let
n be security parameter and{Hn}n∈N be a collection of hash functions where a
hash functionh ∈ Hn maps{0, 1}∗ to {0, 1}n, and letC be a statistically bind-
ing commitment scheme. We define a languageΛ as follows. We say a triplet
(h, c, r) ∈ Hn × {o, 1}n × {o, 1}n is in Λ, if there exist a programΠ and a string
s ∈ {0, 1}poly(n) such thatz = C(h(Π), s) andΠ(z) = r within superpolynomial
time (i.e.,nω(1)).

The Barak’s Protocol [1]
Common input: an instancex ∈ L (|x| = n)

2Barak also presented a constant round bounded concurrent ZKarguments, hence we can ob-
tain a constant round resettably-sound bounded concurrentZK argument by applying the same
transformation technique to the bounded concurrent ZK argument. We stress that in this paper we
do not require the bounded concurrent zero knowledge property to hold for the resettably-sound
ZK argument.
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Prover’s private input: the witnessw such that(x, w) ∈ RL

V → P : Sendh←R Hn;
P → V : Pick s←R {0, 1}poly(n) and Sendc = C(h(03n, s);
V → P : Sendr ←R {0, 1}n;
P ⇔ V : A WI universal argument in whichP provesx ∈ L or (h, c, r) ∈ Λ.

Fact 1. The Barak’s protocol enjoysone-many simulatability. That is, For ev-
ery malicious probabilistic polynomial time algorithmV ∗ that interacts with (ar-
bitrary) polynomials copies ofP on true statements{xi}, 1 ≤ i ≤ s, and
for every j ∈ {1, 2, ..., s}, there exists a probabilistic polynomial time algo-
rithm S, takesV ∗ and all witness but the one forxj , such that the output of
S(V ∗, {(xi, wi)}1≤i≤s,i 6=j, xj) (where(xi, wi) ∈ RL) and the view ofV ∗ are in-
distinguishable.

We can construct a simulatorS = (Sreal,Sj) as follows: Sreal, taking as
inputs{(xi, wi)}1≤i≤s,i 6=j, does exactly what the honest provers do on these state-
ments and outputs the transcript of all but thejth sessions (injth sessionxj ∈ L
is to be proven), andSj acts the same as the simulator associated with Barak’s
protocol in the session in whichxj ∈ L is to be proven, except that whenSj is
required to send a commitment value (the second round message in Barak’s pro-
tocol), it commit to the hash value of thejoint residual code ofV ∗ andSreal at
this point instead of committing to the hash value of the residual code ofV ∗ (that
is, we treatSreal as a subroutine ofV ∗, and it interacts withV ∗ internally). We
note that the next message of the joint residual code ofV ∗ andSreal is only deter-
mined by the commitment message fromSj, so as showed in [1],Sj works. On
the other hand, theSreal’s behavior is identical to the honest provers. Thus, the
whole simulatorS satisfies our requirement.

When we transform a constant round public-coin zero knowledge argument
into a resettably-sound zero knowledge argument, the transformation itself does
not influence the simulatability (zero knowledge) of the latter argument because
the zero knowledge requirement does not refer to the honest verifier (as pointed
out in [2]). Thus, the same simulator described above also works for the resettably-
sound zero knowledge argument in concurrent settings. So wehave

Fact 2. The resettably-sound zero knowledge arguments in [2] enjoyone-many
simulatability.
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4 rZK Argument with Concurrent Soundness for
NP in the BPK model Under Standard Assump-
tion

In this section we present a constant-round rZK argument with concurrent sound-
ness in the BPK model for allNP language without assuming any subexponential
hardness.

For the sake of readability, we give some intuition before describe the protocol
formally.

We construct the argument in the following way: build a concurrent zero
knowledge argument with concurrent soundness and then transform this argument
to a resettable zero knowledge argument with concurrent soundness. Concurrent
zero knowledge with concurrent soundness was presented in [11] under standard
assumption (without using ”complexity leveraging”). For the sake of simplifica-
tion, we modify theflawedconstruction presented in [26] to get concurrent zero
knowledge argument with concurrent soundness. Considering the following two-
phase argument in BPK model: Letn be the security parameter, andf be a one
way function that maps{0, 1}κ(n) to {0, 1}n for some functionκ : N → N. The
verifier chooses two random numbersx0, x1 ∈ {0, 1}κ(n), computesy0 = f(x0),
y1 = f(x1) then publishesy0, y1 as he public key and keepx0 or x1 secret. In
phase one of the argument, the verifier proves to the prover that he knows one
of x0, x1 using apartial-witness-independentlyWitness Indistinguishable Proof
of Knowledge protocolΠv. In phase two, the prover proves that the statement
to be proven is true or he knows one of preimages ofy0 andy1 via a witness in-
distinguishable argument of knowledge protocolΠp. Note that In phase two we
useargumentof knowledge, this means we restrict the prover to be a probabilistic
polynomial-time algorithm, and therefore our whole protocol is an argument (not
a proof).

Though the above two-phase argument does not enjoy concurrent soundness
[11], it is still a good start point and We can use the same technique in [11] in
spirit to fix the flaw: in phase two, the prover uses a commitment scheme3COM1

to compute a commitments to a random stringss, c = COM1(s, r) (r is a random
string needed in the commitment scheme), and then the proverprove that the
statement to be proven is true or he committed to a preimage ofy0 or y1. We can

3In contrast to [11], we proved that computational binding commitment scheme suffices to
achieve concurrent soundness. In fact, the statistically binding commitment scheme in [11] could
also be replaced with computational binding one without violating the concurrent soundness.
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prove that the modified argument is concurrent zero knowledge argument with
concurrent soundness using technique similar to that in [11].

Given the above (modified) concurrent zero knowledge argument with concur-
rent soundness, we can transform it to resettable zero knowledge argument with
concurrent soundness in this way: 1) using a statistically-binding commitment
schemeCOM0, the verifier computes a commitmentce = COM0(e, re) (re is a
random string needed in the scheme) to a random stringe in the phase one, and
then he sendse (note that the verifier does not sendre, namely, it does not open the
commitmentce) as the second message (i.e the challenge) ofΠp and prove thate
is the string he committed to in the first phase using resettably sound zero knowl-
edge argument; 2)equipping the prover with a pseudorandom function, whenever
the random bits is needed in a execution, the prover applied the pseudorandom
function to what he have seen so far to generate random bits.

Let’s Consider concurrent soundness of the above protocol.Imagine that a
malicious prover convince a honest verifier of a false statement on a session (we
call it a cheating session) in an execution of concurrent attack with high probabil-
ity. Then we can use this session to break some hardness assumption: after the
first run of this session, we rewind it to the point where the verifier is required
to send a challenge and chooses an arbitrary challenge and run the simulator for
this underlying resettably-sound zero knowledge proof. Atthe end of the second
run of this session, we will extract one of preimages ofy0 andy1 from the two
different transcripts, and this contradicts either the witness indistinguishability of
Πv or the binding property of the commitment schemeCOM1. Note that in the
above reduction we just need to simulate the single execution of the resettably-
sound zero knowledge argument in that cheating session, anddo not care about
other sessions that initiated by the malicious prover (in other sessions we play the
role of honest verifier). We have showed the simulation in this special concurrent
setting can be done in a simple way in last section.

The Protocol (rZK argument with concurrent soundness in BPKmodel)

Let {prfr : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}d(n)}r∈{0,1}n be a pseudorandom function en-
sembles, whered is a polynomial function,COM0 be astatistically-bindingcom-
mitment scheme, and letCOM1 be a general commitment scheme (can be either
statistically-binding or computational-binding4). Without loss of generality, we
assume both the preimage size of the one-way functionf and the message size of
COM1 equaln.

4If the computational-binding scheme satisfies perfect-hiding, then this scheme requires
stronger assumption, see also [21, 20]
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Common input: the public fileF , n-bit stringx ∈ L, an indexi that specifies
thei-th entrypki = (f, y0, y1) (f is a one-way function) ofF .

P ’s Private input: a witnessw for x ∈ L, and a fixed random string(r1, r2) ∈
{0, 1}2n.

V ’s Private input: a secret keyα (y0 = f(α) or y1 = f(α)).

Phase 1:V Proves Knowledge ofα and Sends a Committed Challenge toP .

1. V andP runs the 3-roundpartial-witness-independentlywitness indistin-
guishable protocol (ΣOR-protocol)Πv in which V prove knowledge ofα
that is one of the two preimages ofy0 andy1. the randomness bits used by
P equalsr1;

2. V computesce = COM0(e, re) for a randome (re is a random string needed
in the scheme), and sendsce to P .

Phase 2:P Provesx ∈ L.

1. P checks the transcript ofΠv is accepting. if so, go to the following step.

2. P chooses a random strings, |s| = n, and computec = COM1(s, rs) by
picking a randomnessrs; P forms a new relationR′={(x, y0, y1, c, w′) |
(x, w′) ∈ RL∨(w′ = (w′′, rw′′)∧y0 = f(w′′)∧c = COM1(w

′′, rw′′))∨(w′ =
(w′′, rw′′) ∧ y1 = f(w′′) ∧ c = COM1(w

′′, rw′′)))}; P invokes the 3-
round witness indistinguishable argument of knowledge (ΣOR-protocol)Πp

in which P prove knowledge ofw′ such that(x, y0, y1, c;w′) ∈ R′, com-
putes and sends the first messagea of Πp.
All randomness bits used in this step is obtained by applyingthe pseudo-
random functionprfr2 to whatP have seen so far, including the common
inputs, the private inputs and all messages sent by both parties so far.

3. V sendse to P , and execute a resettably sound zero knowledge argument
with P in whichV proves toP that∃ re s.t. ce = COM0(e, re). Note that
the subprotocol will costs several (constant) rounds. Again, the randomness
used byP is generated by applying the pseudorandom functionprfr2 to
whatP have seen so far.

4. P checks the transcript of resettably sound zero knowledge argument is
accepting. if so,P computes the last messagez of Πp and sends it toV .

5. V accepts if only if(a, e, z) is accepting transcript ofΠp.
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Theorem 1. Let L be a language inNP, If there exists hash functions
collision-resistant against any polynomial time adversary, then there exists a con-
stant round rZK argument with concurrent soundness forL in BPK model.

Remark on complexity assumption. We prove this theorem by showing
the protocol described above is a rZK argument with concurrent soundness. In-
deed, our protocol requires collision-resistant hash functions and one-wayper-
mutations, this is because the 3-roundΣ-protocol (thereforeΣOR-protocol) for
NP assumes one-way permutations and the resettably sound zeroknowledge
argument assumes collision-resistant hash functions. However, we can build 4-
roundΣ-protocol (thereforeΣOR-protocol) forNP assuming existence of one-
way functions by adding one message (see also discussions onΣ-protocol in sec-
tion 2), and our security analysis can be also applied to thisvariant. We also note
that collision-resistant hash functions implies one-way functions which suffices
to build statistically-binding commitment scheme [19](therefore computational-
binding scheme), thus, if we proved our protocol is a rZK argument with concur-
rent soundness, then we get theorem 1. Here we adopt the 3-roundΣOR-protocol
just for the sake of simplicity.

Proof. Completeness.Straightforward.
Resettable (black-box) Zero Knowledge. The analysis is very similar to the

analysis presented in [4, 10]. Here we omit the tedious proofand just provide
some intuition. As usual, we can construct a simulatorSim that extracts all secret
keys corresponding to those public keys registered by the malicious verifier from
Πv and then uses them as witness in executions ofΠp, andSim can complete
the simulation in expected polynomial time. We first note that when a malicious
verifier resets a an honest prover, it can not send two different challenge for a
fixed commitment sent in Phase 1 to the latter because of statistically-binding
property ofCOM0 and resettable soundness of the underlying sub-protocol used
by the verifier to prove the challenge matches the value it hascommitted to in
Phase 1. To prove the property of rZK, we need to show that the output ofSim
is indistinguishable form the real interactions. This can be done by constructing
a non-uniform hybrid simulatorHSim and showing the output ofHSim is indis-
tinguishable from both the output ofSim and the real interaction.HSim runs as
follows. Taking as inputs all these secret keys and all the witnesses of statements
in interactions,HSim computes commitments exactly asSim does but executes
Πp using the same witness of the statement used by the honest prover. It is easy
to see that the output of the hybrid simulator is indistinguishable from both the
transcripts of real interactions (because of the computational-hiding property of
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COM1) and the output ofSim (because of the witness indistinguishability ofΠp),
therefore, we proved the the output ofSim is indistinguishable form the real in-
teractions.

Concurrent Soundness.Proof proceeds by contradiction.
Assume that the protocol does not satisfy the concurrent soundness property,

thus there is as-concurrently malicious proverP ∗, concurrently interacting with
V , makes the verifier accept a false statementx /∈ L in jth session with non-
negligible probabilityp.

We now construct an algorithmB that takes the code (with randomness hard-
wired in)of P ∗ as input and breaks the one-wayness off with non-negligible
probability.

B runs as follows. On input the challengef, y (i.e., given description of one-
way function,B finds the preimage ofy), B randomly choosesα ∈ {0, 1}n, b ∈
{0, 1}, and guess a session numberj ∈ {1, ..., s}(guess a session in whichP ∗ will
cheat the verifier successfully on a false statementx. Note that the event that this
guess is correct happens with probability1/s), thenB registerspk = (f, y0, y1)
as the public key, whereyb = f(α), y1−b = y. For convenience we letxb = α,
and denote byx1−b one of preimages ofy1−b (y1−b = y = f(x1−b)). Our goal is
to find one preimage ofy1−b.

We writeB asB = (Breal,Bj). B interacts withP ∗ as honest verifier (note that
B knows the secret keyα corresponding the public keypk) for all butjth session.
Specifically,B employs the following extraction strategy:

1. B acts as the honest verifier in this stage. That is, it completes Πv using
α = xb as secret key, and commits toe, ce = COM0(e, re) in phase 1 then
runs resettably sound ZK argument in Phase 2 usinge, re as the witness.
In particular,B usesBj to play the role of verifier in thejth session, and
usesBreal to play the role of verifier in all other sessions. At the end of
jth session, ifB gets an accepting transcript(a, e, z) of Πp, it enters the
following rewinding stage; otherwise,B halts and output”⊥”

2. Bj rewindP ∗ to the point of beginning of step 3 in Phase 2 injth session,
it chooses a random stringe′ 6= e and simulates the underlying resettably
sound ZK argument in the same way showed in section 3: it commits to the
hash value of the joint residual code ofP ∗ andBreal in the second round
of the resettably sound ZK argument (note this subprotocol is transformed
from Barak’s protocol) and uses them as the witness to complete the proof
for the following false statement:∃ re s.t. ce = COM0(e

′, re). If this
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rewinds incurs some other rewinds on other sessions,Breal always acts as
an honest verifier. WhenB get another accepting transcript(a, e′, z′) of Πp

at step 5 in Phase 2 injth session, it halts, computes the witness from the
two transcripts and outputs it, otherwise,B plays step 3 injth session again.

We denote this extraction withExtra.
We first note thatB’s simulation ofP ∗’s view only differs fromP ∗’s view in

real interaction with an honest verifier in the following: Inthe second run ofΠp in
jth sessionB proves afalsestatement toP ∗ via the resettably sound zero knowl-
edge argument instead of executing this sub-protocol honestly. We will show that
this difference is computationally indistinguishable byP ∗ using the technique
presented in the analysis of resettable zero knowledge property, or otherwise we
can useP ∗ to violate the zero knowledge property of the underlying resettably
sound zero knowledge argument or the statistically-binding property of the com-
mitment schemeCOM0. We also note that if the simulation is successful,B gets
an accepting transcript ofΠp in stage 1 with probability negligibly close top, and
onceB enters the rewinding stage (stage 2) it will obtain another accepting tran-
script in expected polynomial time becausep is non-negligible. In another words,
B can outputs a valid witness with probability negligibly close top in the above
extraction.

Now assumeB outputs a valid witnessw′ such that(x, y0, y1, c, w′) ∈ R′,
furthermore, the witnessw′ must satisfyw′ = (w′′, rw′′) andyb = f(w′′) ory1−b =
f(w′′) becausex /∈ L. If y1−b = f(w′′), we break the one-way assumption off
(find the one preimage ofy1−b), otherwise(i.e.,w′′ satisfiesyb = f(w′′)), we fails.
Next we claimB succeed in breaking the one-way assumption off with non-
negligible probability.

Assume otherwise, with at most a negligible probabilityq, B outputs one
preimage ofy1−b. Then We can construct a non-uniform algorithmB’ (incor-
porating the code ofP ∗)to break the witness indistinguishability ofΠv or the
computational binding of the commitment schemeCOM1.

The non-uniform algorithmB’ takes as auxiliary input(y0, y1, x0, x1) (with
input both secret keys) and interacts withP ∗ under the public key(y0, y1). It
performs the following experiment:

1. Simulation(until B’ receives the first messagea of Πp in jth session). B’
acts exactly as theB. Without loss of generality, letB’ usesx0 as witness
in all executions ofΠv that completed before step 2 in Phase 2 of thejth
session. OnceB’ receives the first messagea of Πp in jth session, it splits
this experiment and continues independently in following games:
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2. Extracting Game 0. B’ continues the above simulation and uses the same
extraction strategy ofB. In particular, it runs as follows. 1) continuing to
simulate:B usesx0 as witness in all executions ofΠv that take place during
this game; 2) extracting: ifB obtained an accepting transcript(a, e0, z0)
at the end of the first run ofΠp in jth session, it rewinds to the point of
beginning of step 3 in Phase 2 injth session and replays this round by
sending another random challengee′ 6= e until he gets another accepting
transcript(a, e′0, z

′
0) of Πp, and thenB outputs a valid witness, otherwise

outputs”⊥”.

3. Extracting Game 1: B’ repeats Extracting Game 0 butB’ usesx1 as wit-
ness in all executions ofΠv during this game (i.e., those executions ofΠv

completed after the step 2 in Phase 2 in thejth session). At the end of this
game,B’ either obtains two accepting transcripts(a, e1, z1), (a, e′1, z

′
1) and

outputs an valid witness, or outputs”⊥”. Note that an execution ofΠv that
takes place during this game means at least the last (third) message ofΠv in
that execution has not yet been sent before step 2 in Phase 2 injth session.
Since theΠv is partial-witness-independentΣ-protocol (so we can decide
to use which witness at the last (third) step ofΠv), B’ can choose witness at
its desire to complete that execution ofΠv after the step 2 in Phase 2 in the
jth session.

We denote byEXP0 the Simulationin stage 1 described above with its first
continuationExtracting Game 0, similarly, denote byEXP1 the sameSimulation
with its second continuationExtracting Game 1.

Note that theP ∗’s view in EXP0 is identical to its view inEXTRAin which
B usesx0 (b = 0)as witness in all executions ofΠv, so the outputs ofB’ at the
end ofEXP0 is identical to the outputs ofB takingx0 as the secret key inEXTRA,
that is, with non-negligible probabilityp B’ outputs one preimage ofy0, and with
negligible probabilityq it outputs one preimage ofy1.

ConsiderB’s behavior inEXTRAwhen it usesx1(b = 1)as the secret key. The
behavior ofB only differs from the behavior ofB’ in EXP1 in those executions
of Πv that completed before the step 2 in Phase 2 in thejth session:B’ uses
x0 as witness in all those executions, whileB usesx1 as witness. However, the
P ∗ cannot tell these apart becauseΠv is witness indistinguishable and all those
executions ofΠv have not been rewound during bothEXTRAandEXP1 (note that
B’ does not rewind past the the step 2 in Phase 2 in thejth session in the whole
experiment). Thus, we can claim that at the end ofEXP1, B’ outputs one preimage
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of y1 with probability negligibly close top, and it outputs one preimage ofy0 with
probability negligibly close toq.

In the above experiment conducted byB, the first messagea sent byP ∗ in
the jth session contains a commitmentc and this messagea (thereforec) re-
mains unchanged during the above whole experiment. Clearly, with probability
negligibly close top2 (note thatq is negligible),B’ will output two valid wit-
nessw′

0 = (w0
′′, rw0

′′) andw′
1 = (w1

′′, rw1
′′) (note thatw0

′′ 6= w1
′′ except for a

very small probability) from the above two games such that the following holds:
y0 = f(w0

′′), y1 = f(w1
′′), c = COM1(w0

′′, rw0
′′) andc = COM1(w1

′′, rw1
′′).

This contradicts the computational-binding property of the schemeCOM1.
In sum, we proved that ifCOM1 enjoys computational-binding andΠv is wit-

ness indistinguishable protocol withpartial-witness-independenceproperty, then
B succeeds in breaking the one-wayness off with non-negligible probability. In
another words, if the one-way assumption onf holds, it is infeasible forP ∗ to
cheat an honest verifier in concurrent settings with non-negligible probability.✷
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